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PRESENTATION

Voice Clinical Systems® performs a voice signal analysis based on its own methodology.
This methodology has nothing to do with traditional acoustic analysis or with those
systems that perform some filtering of the sound wave to work with the glottal source.
Voice Clinical Systems® works directly with the final signal radiated at lips level, and
from it applies a procedure to establish correlates that allow inferring the biomechanics
of the vocal folds. Singular segments and points of the voice signal are analysed in
order to provide highly relevant information for the study of the dynamics of the vocal
folds during their vibration and for the detection of the associated pathology.
Voice Clinical Systems® technology is offered through a service of payment or
subscription and is only available to healthcare professionals. A virtual laboratory is
made available to the clinician, which will provide accurate information on the
biomechanics of the vocal folds. This information must be correctly interpreted in order
to be able to make as accurate as possible clinical judgments.
Health professionals may obtain the necessary training to improve their skills in
interpretation of results and sampling, through the different manuals, video tutorials,
on-line and face-to-face courses that Voice Clinical Systems puts at your disposal in
the “Training” Section of its website (www.voicecs.com).
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The reports collect the biomechanical information extracted from the speech signal sent
to Voice Clinical Systems®. This sign is sent without associating any data that allows the
identification of the speaker.

The report of Voice Clinical Systems® is not a medical report; it is an expert type
report that needs the interpretation, analysis and study of a health professional. This
is why you will see in the invoice that VAT will be charged (if applicable depending
on the client’s residence).

Each report includes a series of parameters that make it possible to establish a correlation
with the biomechanics of vocal folds during voice production.
No clinical judgment is established. The interpretation and clinical evaluation of the data
is the responsibility of the healthcare professional who has requested this information.
It is very important to note that the report corresponds to the segment of signal sent, so
that the biomechanical parameters are a reflection of it. In other words, if the signal is not
correct or the patient produces it by means of a sounding mode not desired by the
clinician, it is possible that the report does not adjust to the desired result.
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!!

Clinical Case: A stroboscopic image study was performed and the patient had left
vocal cord paralysis.
Sample collection: Afterwards a voice sample is taken to send it for analysis in order to follow the patient’s evolution. However, upon recording the patient performs
a phonation using the ventricular bands as support.
Result: As the signal sent has been generated by the ventricular bands, the biomechanical analysis will correspond to the same and will not adjust to the profile of
vocal fold paralysis.

Three types of reports are made available to the user, providing the necessary information
so that the health professional can establish a reliable and precise clinical judgment
depending on his field of work, the type of analysis he requires or his degree of
specialisation.
■■ [R1] Screening Test.
■■ [R2] Alteration Fast Test.
■■ [R3] Biomechanical Imbalance Full Report.

[R1] SCREENING TEST
Level of Analysis / Specialisation
Basic

Area of application
Vocal pathology screening study. Designed for those clinical areas in which a screening of
vocal pathology and the degree of consolidation are sought.
It helps decision-making in order to refer patients to more specialised care.
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Methodology
The report answers 8 basic questions to understand the effect that a pathology may be
causing in the voice. The eight questions (Table V) are differentiated into two blocks, since
four of them are oriented towards the identification of the functional alteration and the
remaining four are for organic pathology.

Funtional Disorders

Damage

Is it a tense voice?

Is the presence of a mass likely?

Is voice an efficacy voice?

Is the closure of the glottis completed?

How is the vocal fold closing working?

Is the mucosal wave altered?

How is the vocal folds opening working?

Is there symmetry during the closing?
Table V

The answer to each question is given in the form of a symbol that identifies whether there
is alteration and to what degree (Figure 30):

Figure 30

Results
The result of this report aims at being a tool that helps the professional to make a decision
to derive or to carry out a more specialised voice study.
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To this end, the report encloses a decision-making table which states the following
(Figure 31):

Figure 31

Examples
[R1] SCREENING TEST

Case 1

Decision: Voice within the parameters of normality, a more specialised study of the patient is not necessary. Not completely black or white circles, which are indicative of possible pathology.
ANALYZING FOR YOU
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Case 2

Decision: Voice with functional alteration but within the allowed threshold. It is a voice
characterised by decreased tension and efficacy, an enlarged vocal folds open phase and
a decreased closure phase. The mucosal wave is altered but does not reach the indicative value of consolidated pathology (in the “Damage” column there are no completely
white or black circles).
A patient who does not need to be immediately referred to a more specialised care but
who must be monitored since the pathology is at the limit of the normality threshold.
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Case 3

Decision: Possible consolidated pathology, with presence of mass and defect of closure. It is necessary to refer the patient to a more specialised study, since you see more than
one circle completely white or black in the “Damage” column.

You can find more clinical cases or you can post yours in “Notes of Voice Clinical
Training”.
It is a specialised journal that Voice Clinical Systems® makes available to the voice professionals as an element of continuous training, research and a perfect framework for the exchange of experiences in the study of the alterations in the biomechanics of vocal folds.
Visit: www.voicecs.com
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[R2] ALTERATION FAST TEST
Level of Analysis / Specialisation
Intermediate

Area of application
It is a report that provides intermediate information and represents a simplification of the
“Alteration Index Report” included in the report [R3] (See report description R3). It is
designed to simplify the clinical interpretation of the data and help in the clinical routine by
providing concreteness and speed.
It is the perfect tool for a first specialized evaluation of the voice and for the evaluation of
the treatment applied to the patient.

Methodology
There are 9 parameters grouped into 9 categories according to the scope of the information
on which correlates can be established.
For each parameter, values are set, organised in normality thresholds, and a colour scale
(See Alteration Index Report in Report R3):
■■ Normality threshold: The colour chart associated with the parameter will appear in
green ■.
■■ Threshold of Functional Alteration:

– If the value of the parameter goes from normal to lower values the associated colour will appear in light green ■.
– If the value of the parameter moves away from the threshold of normality above its
upper value the associated colour will be dark green ■.
■■ Pathology threshold: The associated colour that will appear in the report will be red ■.
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The parameters included are displayed with the following grouping:
A. Suitable for patient’s gender
■■ [P01] (F0). It provides information that makes it possible to establish an accurate
correlate of the period associated with the signal segment analysed.
B. Proper Open and Close phases
■■ [P04] (Closured). (%) This parameter establishes a measure of the duration of the
closed phase in relation to the complete cycle of the vocal folds.
■■ [P05] (Open). (%) This parameter establishes a measure of the duration of the
open phase in relation to the complete cycle of the vocal folds.
■■ [P12] (Gap size). (%) Gives a correlation of the affectation of the defect in the attainment of glottic closure in relation to the total glottic area.
C. Strain during closing
■■ [P08] (Strain Ind.). (Relative Units) This value establishes a measure of the tension
in the vocal folds during closure.
D. Enough for the opening and closing
■■ [P10] (EffIciency Ind.). (Relative Units) This parameter establishes a quality relationship between the closure and the open.
E. Difficulty maintaining tension
■■ [P13] (Tremor) (Relative Units). The value of it correlates with the instability created
by maintaining a tension.
F. Mucosal wave alterations
■■ [P17] (Adequacy ratio MW closure). (Relative Units). It gives a value corresponding to the deviation of the mucosal wave in the closing phase.
G. Mass correlate (* Mass Effect Indicator)
■■ [P20] (Mass Ind.). (Relative Units). Depending on the version used, the value of
this parameter for the report R2 can be given in relative units or by a classification
based on the predisposition or confirmation of the mass effect. The latest versions
include the latter differentiation:
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– Type I. Suspicion of mass effect based on a biomechanical pattern favouring
it.
– Type II. Observed mass effect and in brackets the numerical value of the same
will be offered in relative units.
It is a value that correlates with the presence of a consolidated mass.

Examples
[R2] ALTERATIONS FAST TEST

Case 4 - Mild Reinke Edema

Case and clinical findings: A 60-year-old female diagnosed with mild Reinke’s edema, which nevertheless reflects a great impact on phonation. He is prescribed a pharmacological treatment along with rehabilitating treatment. In the image on the left, the
results of the pre - treatment R2 - AFT are shown and on the right the results after the
treatment.
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It is possible to perceive the normalisation of the mucosal wave, together with the proportion and duration of the open and closed phases of the vocal cycle.
Also, the voice has less instability and the fundamental frequency is within the gender range.
The most positive thing is that this improvement has been achieved without increasing
the tension.

Case 5 - Functional Dysphony

Case and clinical conclusions: A 32-year-old woman, diagnosed with functional dysphony characterised by weakness in the voice. Rehabilitative treatment is indicated, the
results are given before and after treatment.
There is a normalisation of the voice, although there are aspects that have not yet been
corrected.
Rehabilitation has achieved a more effective voice, with more tension. But the consequence
of the increase in tension has been a decrease in the associated mucosal wave and the
appearance of a small closure defect. In both cases these parameters are within the
normal range. It can be concluded that progress is being made in rehabilitation treatment.
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Case 6 - Normal

Case and clinical findings: A 74-year-old woman, who attends a consultation due to
fatigue when having a conversation. The image study does not reveal any alteration in the
vocal folds. Biomechanical study using R2 - AFT shows a normal voice characterised by
a slight decrease in mucosal wave and tension, without affecting efficiency.
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[R3] BIOMECHANICAL IMBALANCE FULL REPORT
Level of Analysis / Specialisation
Advanced

Area of application
It is the report with the highest level of information and specialisation on the values and
dynamics of the folds. It is a complete report so that the voice specialist can establish a
complete profile of the biomechanical alteration associated with vocal folds, their deviation
from the standard values and achieve a pathology profile.
The information included in this report is the most useful tool to help the clinician in
establishing accurate clinical trials, as well as assessing the effectiveness of a surgical or
rehabilitative treatment.

Methodology
The report [R3] includes all the necessary information for a complete study of the voice
from the clinical and research point of view, it includes the following analyses:
■■ Alterations Index Report.
■■ Imbalance Profile.
■■ Profile Dynamics Study.
Each type of analysis is described below:

Alteration Index Report [R3]
Area of application
It is a specialized report on the normal values of voice biomechanics. It offers a set of
parameters that encompass all the information necessary for the clinician to assess the
condition of normality / pathology of a voice, to see the degree of alteration and to identify
which biomechanical features are altered.
It is possible to identify the presence of mass effect, alteration of the mucosal wave,
tension, etc.
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It is a type of report for the voice specialist who seeks complete biomechanical voice
information and needs to compare results so as to assess the effectiveness of surgical
or rehabilitative treatment, offering objective parameters that can be quantified and
compared.

Methodology
A total of 20 parameters are grouped into 9 categories (SET-A, B, C, D, F, G, H, I) according
to the scope of the information on which they can correlate.
For each parameter, values are presented, organised in normality thresholds and a colour
scale (Figure 32):
■■ Threshold of normality: If a value falls within this threshold, it is considered
completely normalized. The colour chart associated with the parameter will appear
in green ■.
■ ■ Functional alteration threshold: The maximum and minimum values that are
allowed for a parameter to be moved away from the normality threshold without
being considered a pathological alteration are indicated. It is a limit threshold of
normality.
– If the parameter value moves away from normal to lower values, without
exceeding the lower normal limit value, the associated colour will appear in light
green■.
– If the parameter value moves away from the normality threshold above its upper
value but does not exceed the upper limit value, the associated colour will be dark
green ■.
■■ Pathology threshold: When the parameter takes a value that exceeds the threshold of
functional alteration, either at the upper or lower end, there is considered to be a
pathological alteration of this parameter. The associated colour that will appear in the
report will be red ■.
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Partial image of the report in which two sets of parameters are shown as an instance.
SET A includes parameter P01 (F0) and includes information on the Fundamental
Frequency.
SET B includes parameters P02 (Regularity) and P03 (Asymmetry) which include
information regarding the harmony in the movement of the free edge involved in the
closing.
It offers:
Value = Actual value of the parameter
Norm * = Threshold of normality
Exten * = threshold of functional alteration
Units = Parameter Units
Alt * = Colour scale to indicate alteration
In the example it is observed that P03 has a pathological value, whereas P01 and
P02 have normal values. However, P02 tends to move away from the threshold of
normality at the lower end.
Hereafter P = Parameter. Thus parameter 01 will be represented as P01.
Figure 32
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Studies were performed on an initial population of 1531 subjects. After a first
screening, the records of 653 individuals were selected to address the statistical
study.
These analyses were carried out under the supervision of Dr. Eva Banda Rueda of
the Research Group on Evolutionary Biology and Conservation of the Complutense University of Madrid.

GROUPS AND PARAMETERS
[SET A] (Fundamental Frequency)
It includes a single parameter P01 (F0), which provides information that makes it possible
to establish a precise correlate of the period associated to the reconstruction of a mucosal
wave vibration cycle (Figure 33). (Hz unit).

Figure 33

[SET B] (Harmony in the movement of the edge)
It offers two parameters that allow us to evaluate the rhythm and regularity of the movement
of the free edge of each vocal fold involved in the vocal cycle.
■■ P02 (Regularity). (Relative Unit). Glottic closure is a gradual process that must be
understood as occurring vertically (Figure 33) and from front to back (Figure 34). Closure is not a single process; there are intermediate closures prior to the achievement
of the final glottic closure. When the vibration of the vocal folds is not altered, these
intermediate closures occur with some regularity. Thus, P02 (Regularity) establishes a
correlation with the rhythm that is the approximation of the vocal folds for achieving
maximum closure.
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The human voice is characterised by a certain level of irregularity, but exceeding the
functional alteration threshold is indicative of pathology. For this parameter the pathological threshold limit has two extremes. That is, a completely regular voice will
also be indicative of biomechanical alteration, such as a voice created by an artificial
larynx.

Figure 34

* In all figures the upper edge of the vocal fold is represented in white and the lower edge
in grey.
■■ P03 (Asymetry).(Relative Units) A correlate which establishes the lack of exact correspondence in the position of the vocal folds during the movement of approximation and
separation (Figure 35). The asymmetry is not indicative of unilateral mass. Although it
is true that it correlates with unilateral lesions, it actually indicates that one of the free
edges of the vocal folds presents a different tension or mass and that therefore the
dynamics are asymmetric.
The results in this parameter are given according to the following scale:
– Value “0” (no asymmetry detected).
– Degree I to III according to the severity of the asymmetry.
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Figure 35

[SET C] (Phases of the cycle)
Four interrelated parameters are provided to assess accurately the mode in which the
open and closed phase of the vocal folds occur (Fig. 36).

Figura 36

*Figure 36 shows the different steps that can be differentiated in the open-close cycle,
each of which corresponds to a different parameter.
■■ P04 (Closured). (%) This parameter establishes a measure of the duration of the closed phase in relation to the complete cycle of the vocal folds. It is considered that the
closing phase begins at the time the first closure (approximation) is established between the vocal folds until the maximum closure is consolidated. That is, it is a process of approaching the free edges from the minimum contact to the maximum (Figure 37), limiting the passage of air through the vocal folds.
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Figure 37

■■ P05 (Open). (%) This parameter establishes a measure of the duration of the open
phase in relation to the complete cycle of the vocal folds. The open phase is the period
in which the glottic space remains open (Figure 38), allowing the free passage of the
air column.

Figure 38
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■■ P06 (Opening).(%) It is a stage included within the open phase, going between the
maximum closure of the vocal folds and the maximum open. This parameter establishes a measure of the duration of that phase in relation to a complete cycle (Figure 39).

Figure 39

■■ P07 (Closing). (%) It is a stage included within the open phase. Between open vocal
folds and the beginning of the closing phase (minimum contact between free edges).
This parameter establishes a measure of the duration of said phase in relation to a
complete cycle (Figure 40).

Figure 40
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[SET D] (Muscular tension and stress)
It includes parameters that allow correlations to be established as regards the tension in
the vocal folds during closing.
■■ P08 (Strain Ind.). (Relative Units) This value establishes a measure of the tension in
the vocal folds during closure. It would be the equivalent of assessing the “tension” in
a string when it vibrates (Figure 41).

Figure 41

■■ P09 (Closing Func. Power). (Relative Units) It is a correlate of the ability of the vocal
folds to maintain a tension over time. It would be the “force” to maintain an effective
glottic closure (Figure 42). It could also resemble glottic (non-supraglottic) hyperfunction. There may be a large supraglottic “force” and a low P09 value (little glottic “force”). For example: a glottic hiatus compensated by a phonation with bands.

Figure 42
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[SET E] (Sufficiency of the closure)
This group includes three parameters to assess the effectiveness of closure and closure defect.
■■ P10 (EffIciency Ind.). (Relative Units) This parameter establishes a quality relationship
between the closure and the open. With it we would be answering two questions: is
the closure of the vocal folds enough to maintain subglottic pressure? And is the
openness of the vocal folds sufficient to allow sufficient air passage?
It would be the equivalent of measuring the “phonorrespiratory coordination” of a cycle. Take the example of a door (Figure 43). From a door we require a sufficient closing,
a minimum force is necessary to overcome the closing. And an equally sufficient opening, for the amplitude to leave the necessary space is also required.
By analysing the scheme depicted in Figure 43 the concept can be easily understood. In
picture A1 the door has a very effective closure (increased effectiveness) and as a consequence great strength is required to overcome it. Figure A2 shows that the open is minimal,
not allowing sufficient flow to pass. Figure B1 shows a little effective closing, the minimum
force wins. And finally Figure B2 shows an excessive open letting the entire flow pass.
In the biomechanics of the voice the balance between these factors is looked for, and
that is what this parameter represents.

Figure 43*

R = resistance of the opening spring, ** Kg = total force to be overcome, *** The colour of
the arrow represents the pushing force, the lighter the colour, the lower the thrust.
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The following two parameters allow you to evaluate the GAP. It is necessary to clarify
that the GAP is the equivalent of the% of closure defect, not the duration of the opening phase. It is important to clarify this, since in the strobe study it is possible (a product of the limitation of the technique) to confuse the open with the GAP.
■■ P11 (Gap Amplitude). (Relative Units) Gives a correlation of the defect in the consequence of the glottic closure and how distant (amplitude) has remained the same.
(Figure 44)
■■ P12 (Gap size). (%) It gives a correlation of the affectation of the defect in the attainment of the glottic closure in relation to the total glottic area. (Figure 44)

Figure 44
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[SET F] (Tension with instabIlity)
This section consists of a single parameter, P13 (Tremor) (Relative Units). Its value correlates with the instability that arises when maintaining a tension (Figure 45). To understand
it better, we can compare this instability with that which occurs when we try to maintain a
weight in a position.

Figure 45

[SET G] (Separation between edges)
In this section we find the parameter P14 (Relative Units), which is a correlate of the
amplitude of the movement at the free edges of the vocal folds (Figure 46).

Figure 46

*The figure shows the amplitude of the upper edge in two different cases. The figure on
the left has less displacement (less amplitude) and in the figure on the right there is a
greater displacement (amplitude).
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[SET H] (Mucosal wave and Edema correlates)
This Set includes four parameters to establish a correlate of the mucosal wave.
For a correct understanding of these parameters it should be noted that the mucosal
wave phenomenon occurs both in the open and in the closure phase, and differently. This
is why the mucosal wave is studied separately in each of these phases.
■■ P15 (MW Ind. Closure). (Relative Units). It gives a value relative to the amount of
mucosal wave observed at the free edge of the vocal folds during the closed phase
(Figure 47).

Figure 47

■■ P16 (MW Ind. Opening). (Relative Units). It gives a relative value to the amount of
mucosal wave observed at the free edge of the vocal folds during the opening phase
(Figure 48). It measures the mucosal wave generated to obtain the maximum open.
This value appears compared to the expected mucosal wave value according to the
gender and age of the patient (threshold of normality and threshold of functional
alteration).

Figure 48
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■■ P17 (Adequacy ratio MW closure). (Relative Units). It gives a value corresponding to
the deviation of the mucosal wave in the closing phase. The mucosal wave may show
variations within normality, therefore, thresholds of normality and limit of normality are
offered (Figure 49). When the mucosal wave shows values higher than the threshold
value of functional alteration, it indicates a high probability of edematous lesion. When
the value is lower than the lower value of the threshold of functional alteration it is
indicating lack of mucosal wave by tension or fixation.
■■ P18 (Adequacy ratio MW opening). (Relative Units) It gives a value corresponding
to the deviation of the mucosal wave in the opening phase. The mucosal wave may
show variations within normality, therefore, thresholds of normality and limit of normality are offered (Figure 49). When the mu-thing wave shows values higher than the
upper threshold of functional alteration, it indicates a high probability of edematous
lesion. When the value is lower than the lower value of the threshold of functional alteration it is indicating lack of mucosal wave by tension or fixation.

!!
This differentiation is very important since sometimes, depending on the type of
lesion and compensatory strategy of the patient’s phonation, the alteration of the
mucosal wave is reflected with a greater affection of the closing phase and in other
occasions in the phase of opening.
For example: There are cases of Reinke edema with a high closing tension in
which the increased effect of the mucosal wave is mainly reflected in the opening
phase.

Figure 49
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[SET I] (Mass correlates)
They are two parameters related to the mass effect. One of them correlates with the
presence of consolidated mass and the other with the presence of a contact that has not
yet generated mass consolidates, is of small size or is compensated in phonation.
■■ P19 (Mass Consolidation Ind.). (Relative Units). It offers a predictive value of the phonatory conducts that are in the stage prior to the formation or consolidation of mass.
This parameter can take very high values when the mass is consolidated, but its size
still does not significantly compromise the glottic closure (Figure 50).

Figure 50

■■ P20 (Mass Ind.). (Relative Units). It is a value that correlates with the presence of a
consolidated mass. The greater the value of the index, the greater the compromise of
the glottic closure (Figure 51). If this value is greater than zero the value of P21 must
be obviated, since the mass is already consolidated.
A value greater than zero for P20 indicates a mass effect, but not if it is unilateral or
bilateral.

Figure 51
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Examples [Alteration Index Report]
Case 7 - Laryngeal paralysis

ABDUCTION

ADDUCTION
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Case 8 - Laryngeal Paresis Rehabilitated

1st visit

2nd visit

3rd visit

4th visit
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Caso 9 - Edema Reinke
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Case 10 - Unilateral polyp

You can find more clinical cases or you can post yours in “Notes of Voice Clinical
Training”.
It is a specialised journal that Voice Clinical Systems® makes available to the voice
professionals as an element of continuous training, research and perfect framework
for the exchange of experiences in the study of the alterations in the biomechanics
of vocal folds.
Visit: www.voicecs.com
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Imbalance Profile [R3]
It is a study that analyses the profile of the voice in a global way based on the trend shown
in relation to 7 parameters (A01, A02, A03, A03, A04, A05, A06, and A07).
According to the trend shown in the graph, it is possible to orient the decision regarding
the expected pathology and the factors that characterise it. For example, if a voice is
characterised by the presence of mass, a decrease in the mucosal wave and alteration of
the open phase, it is very likely that it will present a polyp. It also allows for attention to be
demanded by a more careful study when the graph shows a tendency for certain
parameters (see below: Warning Gap).
To represent this trend, a radial graph is shown to study the values in
 relation to a central
point, which represents “ideal normality”, and peripheral points showing the greatest
tendency (deviation) towards a certain parameter See Figure 45).
The graphical representation includes two types of parameters (See Figure 52):
■■ Unipolar Parameters. These parameters take increasing values from zero that indicate
a consolidation of the alteration by increase of the effect associated to that parameter:
increase of the mass effect, the asymmetry or the gap.
■■ Bipolar Parameters. They are parameters whose values are displaced in two opposite
directions, representing an increase or decrease of the effect associated with said
parameter.
The radial representation uses certain parameters included in the report [R2], from them
it makes an estimate of the effect they have on glottal efficiency and voice, thus giving rise
to 7 new parameters, with great capacity to represent the patient’s vocal disability.
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Figure 52

The graph is marked by a division ranging from 0 to 3, zero being the closest to normality
and 3 the maximum degree of imbalance for that parameter. That is, a value of 3 indicates
that this parameter is highly consolidated and is a differentiating feature.
Review of the parameters included in the chart offered by the Imbalance Profile:
A01 [MASS] (Mass Effect)
Parameter type: Unipolar
The parameter only takes values in one direction, towards values that offer a greater
correlation of the mass effect.
It corresponds to the way in which to represent and interpret the consolidation of the
presence of the mass effect (See parameters P19 and P29 described for the report
[R2]). This parameter moves, like all of them, in values between 0 and 3, meaning the
following:
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■■ Value 0: There is no mass effect as a differentiating feature of the voice.
■■ Value 1: Suspicion of mass effect that begins to affect the voice. It may be that the
mass is not yet consolidated, but there is an impact zone. Detailed study is
recommended.
■■ Value 2: Mass effect present with moderate alteration of glottic dynamics.
■■ Value 3: Mass effect very present and with marked alteration of glottic dynamics.

A02 [GLOT POW] (Glottal Power)
Type of parameter: Bipolar
It represents the ability of glottic folds to produce an effective voice maintained over time
in relation to the voltage used.
■■ When this value is increased the voice shows tendency towards GLOT. POW. (+). That
is to say, the voice is very tense, overly efficient and able to maintain a great glottic
force (either by phonatory pattern or compensatory for the presence of an injury).
– By way of example: It would be a person capable of lifting a 20-kg weight and
maintaining it for a long time.
■■ When the value is decreased, the voice shows a trend towards GLOT. POW. (-). That
is, the voice can have strength, but it is not able to maintain it in time, which is a voice
that will be exhausted before and will not be effective for the production of the voice
or to compensate for an injury.
– By way of example: It would be a person capable of lifting a 20 kg weight but who
cannot hold it for long and quickly lets it drop.
A03 [MW] (Mucosal Wave)
Type of parameter: Bipolar
This parameter correlates with the alteration of the mucosal wave based on the degree of
compromise it has with the glottic closure. Thus, the parameter shows two extremes:
■■ A03 MW (+). The values of 3 show a significant alteration of the mucosal wave with
alteration of the glottic dynamics due to an increase of the mucosa wave associated
to the phase of closing or opening.
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■■ A03 MW (-). The values of 3 show a large tension or fixation of the mucosa that
significantly affects the glottic closure. In this case, the mucosal wave alteration refers
to the closed phase.
It is important to remember, as already stated in previous sections of this manual, that the
effect and its alteration is studied separately in the closed and opening phase. Thus, as
shown in Figure 53, we can find a case with maximum value simultaneously for MW (-)
and for MW (+). That is, there is a maximal reduction of the mucosal wave in the closure
and great presence in opening. This case will be discussed further in the “Example”
section at the end of this block.

Figure 53

A04 [OPEN]
Type of parameter: Bipolar
It refers to the degree of involvement of the open phase and its commitment to glottic
closure.
■■ A04 OPEN (+). Values with tendency towards this end indicate an increased open
phase and with increasing compromise of glottal closure between 0 and 3.
■■ A04 OPEN (-). Values inclined toward this end indicate a decreased open phase.
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A05 [CLOSE]
Type of parameter: Bipolar
It refers to the degree of involvement of the closed phase and its involvement in glottic
cycling.
■■ A05 CLOSE (+). Values with a tendency towards this end indicate a phase of closure
is increased and with increasing commitment of glottic closure between 0 and 3.
■■ A05 CLOSE (-). Values inclined toward this end indicate a decreased closure phase.
A06 [WARN. GAP] (Warning Gap)
Parameter type: Unipolar
This parameter is given with alterations that run with a significant GAP, which must not be
mistaken for the open phase. When this parameter takes a maximum value, it indicates
that it is a GAP that requires a thorough study, since the dynamics of the arytenoids could
be altered. It is a wake-up call on the GAP and the associated voltage values.
A07 [ASYM] (Asymmetry)
Parameter type: Unipolar
Like the previous parameter, it is an attention call on the possible presence of asymmetry
in voice biomechanics, either because of dynamics or because of mass effect.

Profile Dynamics Study [R3]
With this study, it is possible to simulate the dynamics of the free edges of the vocal folds
and establish a visual representation of the associated GAP. Three graphics are available
for this purpose:
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[CLOSURE PROFILE]
It offers a profile of the dynamics of the free edges of the vocal folds during the closing
phase, from the beginning of this phase until reaching maximum closure. It establishes
the number of closure dynamics associated with the closed phase in relation to the time
of the phase and the achievement or not of the complete closure (Figure 54). The expected
closing number and the expected dynamic profile are marked as a help in the broken-line
interpretation.
Figure 54 shows a closing phase characterised by five closing (approach) dynamics and
a maximum closing achieved. The two free edges come together and the value of the
associated GAP is zero.
[OPENING PROFILE]
It offers a profile of the dynamics of the free edges of the vocal folds during the opening
phase, from the end of the closing phase to the end of the opening phase. It also sets the
number of separation dynamics associated with the opening phase (Fig. 55). The expected
closing number and the expected dynamic profile are marked as an aid in the interpretation
with the broken-lines.
Figure 55 presents a corresponding chart with closing dynamics which are normal, both
in the number of closures and in the dynamic profile. The dynamic profile is adjusted to
the one expected, the only thing is that it has less amplitude than the ideal pattern.
In Figure 50, corresponding to the same patient, normality is also seen, but in this case
the amplitude is slightly higher. In conclusion it can be established that the patient has a
normal voice characterised by a tight closure and an open explosive.
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Figure 54

Figure 55
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[GAP SIZE]
With this graph it is possible to establish a visual representation of the degree of GAP
involvement in relation to the closed phase (Figure 56).

Figure 56
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Examples [R3]
Case 11 - Glottic Hyperfunction

A female patient comes to the clinic for occasional dysphony. The radial graph shows that
the voice is characterised by a marked glottic hyperfunction.
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Case 11 - Glottic Hyperfunction

The great glottic force is reflected in the closed profile, where a fast, complete (no GAP)
and “explosive” fastening can be seen.
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Case 12 - Polyp

Female patient presenting a large polyp in the left vocal fold.
The analysis using the radial graph points to the presence of mass, with an increased
mucosal wave and asymmetry. The open phase is increased as a result of the interposition
of the mass. And the closing phase is diminished, as a compensatory strategy to
compensate the mass.
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Case 12 - Polyp

The dynamic profile shows a closing phase maintained with effort, since it surpasses in
the middle part the line of profile expected, a consequence of the mass interposition. A
complete glottic closure is shown, as the polyp is interposed in the glottic space by completely plugging it, as shown in the image. However the open is very explosive.
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Case 13 - LVC paralysis

It corresponds to the case of the patient with left vocal cord paralysis exposed in case 4.
The radial graph indicates a significant GAP and asymmetry that could be compatible
with an alteration of the vocal fold closure dynamics.

The voice is tense in an attempt to compensate for the closure, without initially achieving
it, as the picture shows. As a consequence, the glottal force cannot be maintained (GLOT
POW. (-)), is exhausted.
The mucosal wave indicates decrease and increase. This is due to the asymmetrical
movement of the two vocal cords and that the closure has not yet been compensated.
Thus the free edge of a vocal cord has great tension and the affected one is very relaxed,
favouring the mucous wave in the opening phase.
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Case 13 - LVC paralysis

The dynamic profile shows that the closure is incomplete. The closure is much diminished
and lacks effective approach dynamics. The open is very long and comes from an
aperture.
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Case 13 - LVC paralysis

The GAP study shows the presence of a closure defect that completely affects the closure phase.

You can find more clinical cases or you can post yours in Notes of Voice Clinical
Training.
It is a specialised journal that Voice Clinical Systems® makes available to the voice
professionals as an element of continuous training, research and perfect framework
for the exchange of experiences in the study of the alterations in the biomechanics
of vocal folds.
Visit: www.voicecs.com
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ADEQUACY OF BIOMECHANICAL
PARAMETERS TO THE VOCAL
CYCLE

STRUCTURE OF THE VOCAL PLIEGUES
The vocal folds can be assessed in a coronal cut in a series of layers with a different organisation from the mechanical and histological point of view. This differentiation is reflected in Table VI and Figure 57.

Figure 57
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Cover-Body Model

Epithelium

Mucosa

Cover

Vocal ligament

Transition

Muscle

Body

Superficial
Lamina propria

www.voicecs.com

Intermediate
Deep

Thyroarytenoid
Table VI

VOCAL CYCLE
The vocal cycle is the repetition of movements of the free edge of the vocal folds during
phonation.
It is a very similar repetition between cycles (quasi-periodic) if we refer to a normal voice.

Figure 58

REPRESENTATION OF THE VOCAL CYCLE
The vocal cycle can be represented schematically as a succession of phases in which air
passes between the free edges of vocal folds (open) and in which there is no air passage
(closed).

Figure 59
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In addition, the open phase can be divided into two; from the closing phase to the
maximum opening (opening phase) and from the maximum opening to the closing phase
(closing phase).
The phases of the cycle can be represented in a schematic way:
■■ [Phase 1]. The vocal folds come into contact in the midline by the effect of the intrinsic
adductor musculature of the larynx.

Figure 60

■■ [Phase 2]. Closing the glottic space causes an increase in subglottic pressure.

Figure 61
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■■ [Phase 3]. There comes a moment when that increase of pressure overcomes the
closing of the cover of the vocal folds. The lower edge of the cover of the vocal folds
opens first.

Figure 62

■■ [Phase 4]. The top edge of the vocal folds cover is then opened.

Figure 63

■■ [Phase 5]. The passage of air between the vocal folds, due to subglottic pressure, is
rapid and according to Venturi’s law there is a negative pressure between the folds
and, thanks to the viscoelastic properties of the cover, the closing of the Vocal folds,
beginning with the lower edge of the vocal folds cover.
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Figure 64

■■ [Phase 6]. And then the top edge of the cover of the vocal folds is closed, completing
a cycle.

Figure 65

In the study of the voice, in order to correctly understand the relation established between
the pressure exerted by the air column, the force of the glottic closure and the elastic
properties of the free edge, one must study the amplitude (separation) that occurs
between the edges with each vocal cycle. (P14 [Ind. Amplitude]).
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MUCOUS WAVE
This vocal cycle, when viewed with strobescopy, video-chirography, high-speed camera
or any other imaging method, is seen as a mucous wave moving along the free edge of
the vocal folds.
It becomes evident in the transversal axis, seeing as it closes first the lower edge of the
vocal fold and then the upper one, and also in the longitudinal axis, closing first in some
zones before others.

FONATION (SOUND GENERATION)
Phonation occurs when the folds or vocal cords are in adduction, that is, joints closing the
glottic space and produce cuts or ceases of flow in the air stream that is driven from the
subglottis.
These flow ceases are produced in a determined number per second, which determines
the fundamental frequency. Thus we say that a fundamental frequency is the number of
vocal cycles per second (* P01 [Fundamental Frequency]).

MUSCULAR IMPLICATION AND ITS ASSESSMENT
The approximation of the vocal folds is produced actively by the contraction of several
adductor muscles:
■■ Thyroaritenoid muscle: shortens the vocal fold and relaxes the covering membrane. It
tenses the vocal folds.
■■ Interaritenoid muscle: its contraction closes the posterior commissure.
■■ Lateral Cricoaritenoid Muscle: produces a medial rotation of the vocal apophysis of
arytenoids.
■■ Cricothyroid muscle: stretches the vocal fold and increases the tension of the vocal
fold, producing sharper tones.
All innervated by the recurrent laryngeal nerve, except the cricothyroid which is innervated
by the external branch of the superior laryngeal nerve.
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The muscular action conditions a closing tension on the vocal fold, which in an indirect
way we can evaluate (P08 [Strain Ind.]), and see if it is maintained properly during the
vocal cycle (P09 [Closing Func. Power]). Depending on the requirement of muscle work,
this may be accompanied by some instability in an effort to maintain tension (P13
[Tremor]).
The phenomenon of mucosal wave has a direct repercussion on the sound generated
and the quality of the same. That is why this study is revealed as essential for the study of
pathology. The study of the mucosal wave can be approached as follows:
■■ Dynamics in the anterior-posterior sense. Phenomenon that occurs between the anterior and posterior commissure of the vocal folds in adduction. In this plane a series
of intermediate closures take place which occur throughout the length of the vocal fold
with some temporal regularity. (P02 [Regularity]).

Regularity of the intermediate closures prior to maximum closure. In all figures the upper edge of the vocal fold is represented in white and the lower edge in grey.
Figure 66

Likewise, from a top view (antero-posterior study) the simulation of vocal folds can be
assessed during the movement of approach and separation (P03 [Asymmetry]).
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Symmetry of the position of the folds in the opening and closing movements.
Figure 67

■■ Dynamics in the caudal-cranial (lower-upper) sense. In this way we can study the
propagation of the mucosal wave from the lower to the upper edge.

Voice cycle and mucosal wave from lower to upper edge.
Figure 68

This study allows us to identify the closed phase (P04 [Closure]) and the open one (P05
[Open]) in relation to the complete cycle. In addition, it is possible to analyse the duration
of the two differentiated phases in the open, the opening phase (P06 [Opening]) and the
closing phase (P07 [Closing]), also in relation to the complete cycle.
Therefore, it is possible to study the vocal cycle and the mucosal wave from a temporal
point of view, seeing the duration of the phases with respect to the complete cycle, but
also to assess the “amount” of mucosal wave observed between the free edges of vocal
folds, with values in relative units.
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The evaluation of the mucosal wave “amount” can be done by differentiating the one
identified in the closed phase (P15 [MW Ind. Closure]) and in the open one (P16 [MW
Ind. Opening]) phase. It is possible to compare these values obtained with those expected in the normality group according to age and sex, both in the closure phase (P17
[Adequacy ratio MW closure]) and in opening (P18 [Adequacy ratio MW opening]).

CLOSURE-OPENING COORDINATION
It has been commented that the moment of closure is essential to increase the subglottic
pressure and to initiate an effective vocal cycle and this moment is given mainly by a
correct coordination of the intrinsic musculature.
It is necessary to evaluate that the glottic closure is effective to increase the subglottic
pressure and that the opening allows an adequate air passage (P10 [Efficiency Ind.]).

CLOSURE DEFECT: GLOTHIC GAP
If there is no complete closure, a differential or space between the cords is established, a
glottic gap. It is observed during closure (regardless of the type and duration of the open)
and must be measured and measured in amplitude (P11 [Gap Amplitude]) both in the
length of the vocal folds (antero-posterior) and in the separation between free edges (side
to side) (P12 [Gap Size]).

Glothic Gap
Figure 69
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UNBALANCE BY MASS
One of the factors that alters the vibration of the vocal folds is the presence of a mass
effect that favours the imbalance in movement, either due to asymmetry (increase of the
mass in one of the folds) or to symmetrical alteration (increase of the mass in both vocal
folds in relation to the “normal” situation). In order to evaluate the pathology, it is very
important to study the effect that a mass creates in the glottic closure, as consolidated
mass (P20 [Mass Ind.]). It is even more important to identify those phenomena of mass
alteration or those favouring it before they are consolidated (P19 [Mass Consolidation
Ind.]).

THANK YOU FOR TRUSTING VOICE CLINICAL SYSTEMS®!
www.voicecs.com
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